SCIENCE PROGRAMS
FOR CUB & BOY SCOUTS

CAMP-IN

NOVEMBER - MAY | AGES 6-13

Explore the all-new Your Brain exhibit, take a gravity defying ride on the Blue Angels Flight Simulator, see a live science show, and explore all of the museum’s exhibits during your overnight adventure! Where else can you sleep next to a Giant Heart or a 350-ton locomotive?

SCOUT DAYS

Hear from guest speakers, participate in a hands-on workshop, see a live science show or a film in the Tuttleman IMAX® or Planetarium, and more!

ASTRONOMY DAY
NOVEMBER 15

ENGINEERING DAY
FEBRUARY 21

WEATHER DAY
MARCH 7

EARN BELT LOOPS, PINS, AND MERIT BADGES!
SPECIALY DESIGNED EXHIBIT GUIDES DIRECT CUB & BOY SCOUTS TOWARD THESE ACHIEVEMENTS:

WEBELOS
- Engineering Pin – Camp-In and Engineering Day
- Scientist Pin – Camp-In

CUB SCOUTS
- Astronomy Belt Loop and Pin – Camp-In and Astronomy Day
- Collecting and Mathematics – Camp-In
- Science Belt Loop and Pin – Camp-In
- Weather Belt Loop and Pin – Camp-In and Weather Day

BOY SCOUTS
Astronomy Merit Badge – Astronomy Day
Weather Merit Badge – Cub Scout and Boy Scout Weather Day

PLAN YOUR VISIT TODAY!
Troops or individuals welcome | www.fi.edu/scouts | 215.448.1200